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Date book

"New Music Festival Virtuosi," on Compact Disc (in middle foreground) is only one of
several recordings made highlighting music from the University's annual New Music
and Art Festivals. The titles showcased here offer the works of many of today's most
promising composers.

Monday, Oct. 3

Friday, Oct. 7

National lnvilational E•hibit,
··communicat!On by Design.·· Gallery. Fine Arts
Building. 9 am.-4 pm Monday·Froday, 2-5 p.m
on Sundays. Free.
University Theatre Auditions, ·· 84 Charing
Cross Road." 7 p m .. 400 University Hall Open
to campus and community.
Fine Arts Lecture, "The Development ol
Ouiltmaking in this Country." by Yvonne
Porce8a. 7:30 p.m .. 1t9 Fine Arts Building.
Free.
International Film Serles, ''Welcome in
Vienna," 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
The film is either dubbed or in the original
language with subtitles. Free.
Campus Film, "Camelot." 9 p m.,210 Math
Science Building. Free.

Board of Trustees Meeting, 1o a m .
Assembly Room. McFall Center
Graduate Student Lunch, noon. United
Christian FeHowship Center. 31 3 Thurstin. S 1.
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Ice Arena

Compact Disc offers festival music
Another in a series of recordings
featuring music :rom the New Music and
Art Festival has been released by the
College of Musical Arts.
··New Music Festival Virtuosi," on
Compact Disc. offers works culled from
the New Music Festivals and the
University's musical arts faculty. As the
liner notes explain, "Each work. in its own
way, is intendec to astound the listener.
to given indication of expressive and
technical possibilities beyond assumed
boundaries "
Selec!ions •nclude ·Taking Measures"
by Eugene O"Brien; "Eternal Winter" by
Allan Schindler. ··FJuxus II" by Ramon
Zupko; and "&Jnata fo; Alto Saxophone
and Piano" by Wiiliam Albright.
"Taking Measures" resembles a
small-scale v1ohn concerto in which the
violinist soloist Paul Makara is a "first
among equals ... Robert Spano conducts .
Trombonist Paul Hunt performs
"Eternal Winter ... which is one of a series
of works Schindler has composed for
soloists on the Eastman School of Music
faculty. The work attempts to convey the
sense of solitude. mystery and icy beauty
of a winter landscape in the interwoven
trombone and tape parts.
Spano is featured at the piano in
"Fluxus IL" The piece, which was
premiered by Abraham Stockman at Alice
Tull Hall in New York in 1979.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following c:ass1fied positions are available:
Promotional Examination
Pcsting ex;:11ra11cn date for employees to
apply: noon. ;:,;clay. Oct. 14.
10·14-1

Carpenter2
Pa:i Ra.,ge8

P.ar.t operations and maintenance

,Carpenter Shep)

An examina!ion w1l be given for the above
classlficabon Cana1dates will be ranked basecl
on test scores and experience. and an eiig1ble

:ist will be estabUslled. As vacancies occur
names are referred from this list. Employees may
apply and take me examir.alion even if currently
in a probationary i:;erood
New vacancies

Posting e•o·rat!On elate for employees to
apply: noon. Fr.clay. Oct 7. Employees bidding
on the l1Stecl poS1tt0ns are asked to please tai<e

note of the posting deaahne. ( • indicates that
employees from o1111thin tne department are
bidding and ce:ng conSsdered for the posit10n.)
1O·7-1

Clerk 1
Pay Rar.ge 2
Cooi::erat;ve Education
Academic year, part·lime

10.7·2

• library Media Technical
Assistant 2
PayRange26
Science Library
Permanent. part-time

The fourth selection. Albrighl's "Sonata
for Alto Saxophone and Piano" is
performed by saxophonist John Sampen
and pianist Marilyn Shrude. Albright is
recognized as one of the principal figures
in the revival of interest in Scott Joplin and
~ther ragtime masters and the final
movement of this piece contains
intimations of American popular styles.
The recordings were made in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Shrude and Hunt co-produced the
recording and the technician was Mark
Bunce. Vincent Corrigan wrote the liner
notes. The cover photo and graphic
:.:esign are credited to Amanda Mott.
The recording was funded in part by an
Academic Challenge grant from the Ohio
Soard of Regents and by a grant from the
Ohio Arts Council.
The CD is available for $8, plus S 1 for
shipping and handling, by writing to New
Music from Bowling Green. College of
Musical Arts, Bowling Green State
University.
The Compact Disc is the latest in a
series of recordings from Bowling Green
which feature new music performed by
faculty the College of Musical Arts. A
brochure describin.Q available titles of
LPs, cassettes and CDs can be obtained
by contacting the college.

Open enrollment set
The BGSU Health Care Plan provides for
an annual open enrollment period during
October. At this time. any employee who
previously waived family coverage may
enroll his or her eligible dependents.
Family coverage en.rolled for during the
open enrollment period will become
effective Dec. 1 .
Employees who want to enroll for family
coverage during the open enrollment
period should go to the benefitsiinsurance
office. 10 Shatzel Hall. For more
:nformation, call 372-2112.

Tuesday, Oct. 4
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room. McFall Center.

WBGU-TV Program, "The University Forum,"
5:30 p.m .. Micheal Marsden. popular culture.
hosts Loften MitcheU, playwright. educator.
author and filmmaker. Channel 27.
University Theatre Auditions, "84 Charing
Cross Road," 7p.m .. 400 University Hall. Open
to campus and Community.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show," 8
p m., Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building.
$1 donation suggested.
Progressive Student Organization Meeting,
9 p.m., United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.
Campus Movie, ··The Buddy Holly Story," 9
pm., 210MathScience8uilding. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 5
Meet the President, open discussion with
President Olscamp, noon. Mcfall Assembly
Room, McFall Center.
Men's Soccer, vs. Evansville. 3:30 p.m ..
Mickey Cochrane Field.
Chemistry Seminar. "Tooiing up for the 21 st
Century: Computer in Chemical Education ... by
John Moore. Eastern Michigan University, 4:30
p.m., 70 Overman Hall.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat," featuring the
artists and cultural events of northwest Ohio in
both live and taped interviews. performances
and exhibitions, with host Marcia Brown. 5:30,
Channel27.
Faculty Artist Series, presents trombonist
Paul Hunt. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
campus Movie, "Footloose," 9 p.m .• 210
Math Science Building. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 6
Administrative Staff Council Meeting, 1:30
Alumni Room, University Union.
WBGU-TV Program, 'Tune Out:· with host
Larry Weiss. as he interviews coaches. profiles
athletes and recaps University sporting events.
5:30 p.m .. Channel 27.
Homecoming Pep Rally, 7:30 p.m .. College
Parle
Homecoming Bon Fire, 8:30 p.m .. College

p.m~.

Park.

Artist wears her art
A California artist, author and teacher
who specializes in wearable and fabric art
.viii speak Monday (Oct. 3) at the
University.
Yvonne Porcella. whose work has been
featured in major quilt exhibitions.
decorative arts gaileries and museums. will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in 119 Fine Arts
Building.
She is expected to talk about the
development of quiltmaking in !his country
as well as the books about quilting she has
;;:ublished.
Porcella uses unusual combinations of
co!or to produce vibrant expressions with
an apparently endless palette. Sne has
lectured throughout the United States and
Canada and is planning a lecture tour in
Europe and Australia.
The program is free and open to the
public.

University Theatre Production. "Noises Off."
8 p m.. Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University Hall.
For ticket information caD 372-2719.
campus Movie, "Jailhouse Rock." 9 p.m..
Gish Fdrn Theater. Hanna Hall. Free .

The foDowing faculty poSllions are available:
English: Chair. Contact Alice Cak:leronelo (2·25 75) Deadline: Nov. 15: Also. ass&Stant
(associate) professor (anticipated). Two positions. Contact Lester E. Barber (2-2576) Deadlines:
Nov. 15.

The following administrative positions are available:
Architect's Office: Project coordinator. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline: Oct 7.
Student Affairs: Director, Program for the Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline: Nov. 1.

Women's Volleyball, vs. Northern llttnois.
7:00 p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Homecoming Art Show. 7:30-lOp.m.
Off-Campus Student Center. Moseley Hall.
Free.
Planetallum Program, "The Mars Show "8
p.m .. Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building.
$1 donation suggested.
Theatre Production, "N01ses Olf." 8 p.m .
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. UniverS1ty Hall For
ticket information call 372-2791.
UAO Weekend Movie, "Dirty Dancing" at 8,
1O and midnight. 210 Math Sciences Building.
AdmiSSIOfl iS $1.50 with University 1.0.
Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m .. Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. University Union.

The Friends of the University Libraries
and Center for Archival CoUections (CAC)
is planning the annual Authors' and Artists'
Reception for University authors of
published books (first edition); artists of
regional, national or international
exhibitions; and musicians of original
compositions or solo performances that
have received regional, national or
international recognition.
The reception wiU be from 7:30-9:30
p.m. Nov. 14 in the conference room of

Used books are being sought for the
annual book sale of the Bowling Green
Branch of the American Association of
University Women (AAUW). The sale wiD
be held Nov. 5 at the Wood County District
Public Library. Proceeds from the sale are
used for scholarships.
Anyone having books to donate should
contact Margo Skaggs at 352-7093 or
Joan Gordon at 352-8175.
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All-Alunmi Open House and Reception, 9
a.m.-5:30 p.m .. Mileti Alumni Center.
Homecoming Parade, 10 a.m .. starts at the
Jee Arena.
Homecoming Football, vs. Ohio University,
1 :30 p.m .. Doyt l. Perry Field.
Homecoming Art Show, 3- 7 p.m.,
Off-campus Student Center. Moseley Hall.
Men's Soccer, vs. Ohio State. 4 p.m .. Mickey
Cochrane Field.
Women's Volleyball, vs. Central Michigan. 7
p.m~. Anderson Arena.
Cello and Piano Recital. performed by Elliot
Cheney and Edward Eikner. 8 p. m . Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center Free.
Theatre Production, "Nc•ses Off." 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Univers;!y Hall. For
ticket information call 372-2719.
UAO Weekend Movie, "Dirty Da.,cing" at 8.
1O and midnight. 21 O Math Sciences Building.
Admission is S 1 50 with Umversity 1.0.

As part of a 10-day trip to Japan in August, John Sampen rehearses with the Osaka
Municipal Symphonic Band at the International Saxophone Concert.

Sounds of music in Japan able to
break foreign language barriers

Sunday, Oct. 9
Bowling Green Philharmonla Concert, 3
p.m .. Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show."
7:30 p.m., PlanetaritJm, Physical Sciences
Building. S 1 donation suggested.

Monday, Oct. 10
Fridays Visiting Writers Series, .Life After
the MFA ... by Mark Berman. poet, attorney and
graduate of the University's creative writir.g
program. 3:30-4:30 p.m .. 150A Jerome
Library.

International Film Series. "Muddy River.·· 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. The film is
either dubbed or in the origin<:l ianguage with
English subliUes. Free.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of BowflllQ Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the Oct. 10
issue is 5 pm. Tuesday. Oct. 4.

Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Photographer: Jeff Hall

Jerome Library. It v.ill recognize individuals
who have completed their achievements
since July 1 • 1987.
Department chairs and school directors
are asked to help identify the creative
persons in their departments by providing a
list of their names and tne titles of their
work. The information should be sent to Dr.
Kathryn Thiede, dean·s office. Jerome
Library, by Oct. 10.

For sale
The College of Technology has for sale a
1980 Xerox Word Processing System that
includes a half-page cfisplay screen,
controDer (disk drives). and a letter quality
printer_ Also for sale is a 1985 Dictaphone
Thought Tank Recorder System 1925. tt
includes a thought tank recorder and
transcription terminal.
The department also has for sale a 1980
Dictaphone Thought Center System 293.
For more information about the equipment,
caD 372-2438.
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Arnolds honored
at homecoming
for their service

Saturday, Oct. 8

Names needed for artist-author reception

Books are needed
Faculty/staffpositions

Lounge.

Marilyn Shrode and James Umble, a
fonner Bowling Green student of John
Sampen 's. tour a temple in Kyoto,
Japan while attending the World
Saxophone Congress.

One of the biggest barriers at the Ninth World Saxophone Congress in Tokyo this
past summer for John Sampen and Marilyn Shrude. both of musical arts, was the
language. Musicians and composers from around the world attended the conference
and often attempts to communicate with one another were difficult.
But Shrude said music became the one sophisticated language everyone had in
common.
"I remember a particular moment when John was in a band rehearsal where no one
spoke the same language, .. she said. "But when he gave the down beat to start.
everyone knew what to do. All the frustrations melted away and we were there
communicating ...
Sampen said he could feel the same thing happening with the audiences. "We might
not speak the same language and we might not have the same opinion of the music. but
everyone can understand it. ..
Sampen and Shrude attended the World Saxophone Congress in Tokyo and the
International Saxophone Concert in Osaka during a 1 0-day trip to Japan in August. The
congress is held every three years and attracts about 500 saxophonists from more
than 14 countries. Sarnpen. who has performed at six of the world meetings, was
invited to present new music at the final evening concert. Shrude was commissioned to
write a new work for alto saxophone and piano, which resulted in the piece "Renewing
the Myth.·· a contemporary setting based on the famous theme by Pagannini.
Also featured at Sarnpen·s evening recital was "Concerto I for Alto Saxophone and
Taped Instruments" which was composed by Burton Beerman, musical arts.

Continued on page 3

A Toledo couple attending their 51 st
consecutive homecoming were the center
of attention during halftime ceremonies at
the homecoming football game Saturday.
Charles F. and Jane P. Arnold. both
1942 graduates of Bowling Green. were
the 26th recipients of the Alumni Service
Award. Theodore Jenkins. president of the
Alumni Association, presented the honor.
The award honors University graduates
who have devoted time and work on behalf
of the Alumni Association and the
University.
"The Arnolds have been involved in so
many alumni activities over a long period of
time," said Larry Weiss. associate vice
president and director of alumni affairs.
"You can always call them and they will be
available to help:·
The Arnolds have attended the
homecoming football game every year
since they were freshman. "That's the kind
of thing that exhibits their loyalty,·· Weiss
said.
The Arnolds have been involved in many
program committees for the Greater Toledo
Chapter of the Alumni Association and have
worked on several fund raising campaigns
for Bowling Green. including some for the
Alumni Center.
They also have served on awards
committees and on an alumni committee to
select a Master Teacher, an annual award
given to an outstanding faculty member.
Mr. Arnold is a past member of the
Alumni Association Board. While a student
at Bowling Green from 1938 to 1942, he
was a member of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
social fraternity and managed a
cooperative eating club in one of the
campus residence halls. He is a native of
Woodville.
Mrs. Arnold, a native of Lima, also
attended Bowling Green from 1 938 to
1942. She served on the board of her
residence hall and was vice president of
her social sorority, Alpha Phi. She is also a
member of Kappa Delta Pi honorary
education fraternity.

United Way answers most frequently asked questions
During the years the United Way
campaign has been a tradition on campus.
a number of questions about the fund drive
have been directed to the faculty and staff
who volunteer to help with the effort. Many
of these questions continue to surface.
revealing common misperceptions about
the United Way. The questions and
answers below adC:ress some of those
misperceptions and are provided as
information from the i 988 United Way
campus steering committee.
How many people know whether I
contribute to United Way?
Your contribution to United Way is
entirely confidential. Your pledge card
should be returned to your volunteer in a
sealed envelope. Volunteers do not open
these envelopes but turn them in to the
campaign general chairman who records
them only for purposes of reporting total
University giving. Of course. if you opt for
payroR deduction of your contribution. the
payroR office also receives your pledge
card to set up your payments. No one else
on campus sees your pledge card. The
cards are sent to the United Way office in
Toledo when the campus campaign is over
What about that master list of
tabulations? Does my department chair,
supervisor or vice president, or the

University president, ever see that?
No. Your giving record is completely
confidential and is never revealed to
another incftvidual for any reason. You may,
in fact, mail your contribution directly to the
Greater Toledo United Way in Toledo if you
are concerned about maintaining
anonymity on campus.
I'm sure that at one time my United
Way contribution, or lack of it, was
considered in determining my salary
increase. How could this be if my giving
record is so confidential?
During the past several years the
character of the United Way campaign has
changed drasticaDy on campus. While it
may once have been a high-pressure, "fair
share"-oriented fund drive, it has evolved
into a no-pressure, "give what you wish"
approach. There is fittle chance that your
contribution was ever a factor in
determining salary, but there is absolutely
no chance that your contribution now will in
any way impact on your salary or
opportunities for advancement.
Isn't it true that many agencies that
receive United Way funding also conduct
their own fund drives? I thought the
United Way was supposed to keep these
individual agencies from going

door-to-door on their own fund-raising
campaigns?
It is true that the United Way was created
to assist many agencies through one fund
appeal. However, the Greater Toledo
United Way campaign helps support more
than 170 different programs through 76
agencies, and requests for funding
increase each year. Unfortunately. United
Way allocations represent only a
percentage of the total operating expenses
of these service agencies which must
make up the balance of their budget from
their own fund-raising activities. The United
Way remains, however. a very effective
way to help many agencies with one
contribution.

"Using Your United Way Dollars Wisely"
which explains the allocation process and
includes a Donor Designation Form.
Instructions for completing the form are a
part of the brochure. The Donor
Designation Form should be returned to
your volunteer with your pledge card.
It is also important to remember that even
though a particular agency may have a
cfrrect religious or other affiliation. the
clients it serves generally represent a
broad spectrum of the greater Toledo area
population.

How can I be sure that my contribution
really goes to the agency I specify?
At the bottom of the Donor Designation
Form is a line which asks if you wish your
gift to be acknowledged by the receiving
agency. Check "Yes" if you wish to be
certain your contribution was actually
received by the agency for which it was
designated.

I don't agree with the philosophy of
some of the agencies which the United
Way supports.. If I contribute, isn't there
a chance that my money will help fund
some program I don't like?
Each donation to the United Way
If I designate my contribution, does
becomes part of the funding tor the 1 70
this mean that the agency of my choice
programs offered by United Way's 76
will receive its regular allocation from
agencies. However, if you have special
the United Way plus my gift?
feelings about particular agencies, the
No. Designated gifts tend not to increase
United Way of Greater Toledo allows you to
the total allocation to an agency
designate a gift of $25 or more to the
Designations. in effect. become the
agency of your choice. Included in the
packet of materials you received from your
United Way volunteer is a brochure on
Continued on page 3

MTV receives an
exploratory look
in Denisoff book
The influence of MTV can be seen
everywhere. Fashion, films and radio itself
have taken on a whole new look and sound
thanks to the flashy, dramatic. trend-setting
cable music station.
Butas
revolutionary as the
station has been in
the music industry.
6ttle is known about
the
behind-the-scenes
and interworkings
that made the music
channel so
successful. It's not
that people didn't
want to know or
R. Serge Denisoff
writers weren't interested enough to
inquire. As Dr. R. Serge Denisoff,
sociology. explains it, the MTV executives
have remained tight-lipped about their star
product since its early beginnings in 1981 .
Denisoff has written one of the first
comprehensive books about the station
entitled Inside MTV. which examines the
world of cablecasting, the evolution of MTV
and takes a look at some of its competitors.
In the book he also describes the
strategies, personalities. promotions and
the contents that placed MTV on the road
to its dominant position in television
viewing.
The many controversies surrounding the
channel are thoroughly detailed and a good
deal of the misinformation on the subject is
corrected, Denisoff said.
"I ten it like it is," he said about the book
which didn't meet with much cooperation
from the current people at MTV. He
admitted the station's executives are not
particularly happy with some of the
contents of Inside MTV. "They've been
bitter with the me<fia since the beginning
because they didn't get the initial press
they wanted." Denisoff said.
He decided to get around the problem by
talking to everyone who had been involved
with the station between the years 1980
and 1985 who was wiUing to cooperate.
The process kept him on the road with
frequent trips to New York, Nashville and
the west coast.
"I wanted to chronicle exactly what took
place and document it because this was
the first time television and rock and roD
had ever merged-and it worked," Denisoff
said. "There had been other attempts that
had failed, but MTV hit the timing just right. I
think that was the key to its success."
The station debuted with ritt1e fanfare at
midnight on Aug. 1 , 1981 with an
estimated 100,000 subscribers. Now the
most profitable 24-hour cable outlet
beamed from a satellite, it reaches 40.3
million homes.
"H WASEC (Wamer-Amex SateDite
Entertainment Company. MTV's owner)
were to try to create MTV today. they
couldn't do it. It would be too expensive."
Denisoff said. "But in 1981, there were all
these cable channels out there waiting to
be snapped up. Now try to buy one and
you can't come close."
Despite its success. the channers
original concept has gotten lost in the
seven years of broadcasting, he said.
Initially. MTV showed only music clips but
has slowly eased into sponsoring contests,
broadcasting Q31T1es shows and most
importantly, has begun using advertising.
"They earn over S 1 00 mimon per year in
ads alone. On~J sports comes close to
that," Denisoff said.
The station now wields a powerful tool for
recording artists--namely exposure.
Denisoff said it would be difficult for a band
or artist to find success without MTV's
broadcasting of their video.
He doesn't consider the station to be a
fad. "It will be around for years. Tney've
found a winning format and a prime
audience. BasicaUy they can say they own
the television viewership of kids between
12 and 24," he said.
Denisoff also is the author of Sc5d Gold:
The Popular Record Industry and
Tarnished Gold: The Record Industry
Revisited. He has published widely on
popular culture and is the editor of the
journal Popular Music and Society. He
currently is writing a book dealing with the
use of rock music in motion pictures.

Professor participates in Olympic trials

Hobby has Kubasek racing like the wind

A proposal calling for changes in the
University's course repeat policy was the
topic of discussion at the Sept. 21
Undergraduate Council meeting.
The primary changes call for the grades
from aU registrations to count in the GPA,
not just the repeat registrations, and for no
repeats to be aUowed of courses where a
student received a grade of C or better.
Students would still be able to repeat a
course if they previously received a grade
of D. F, I,
or WF.
The changes were proposed when it was
decided that the present policy allows
indef111ite repeats and allows repeats of
courses in which passing grades were
received. The indefinite repeat provision
aUows some students to accumulate large
numbers of hours without being able to
graduate. Both provisions mean that
repeating students are taking class space
from other students. council members
said.
Members in favor of the changes said the
revisions would result in a better reflection
of a student's actual academic
performance and would result in a more
efficient use of scarce resources. Other
members felt that the student's record after
repeating a course was a more accurate
accounting of achievement than the record
that counted the original registration.
Concern was expressed that there may be
students who have one area of weakness
in which they will need to repeat courses
and will not want to have the initial
registration grade count.
It was suggested that special
consideration be given to students who
need to repeat a course taken early in their
coUege career.
Council member Ronald Hartley
proposed that a student may repeat a
course and have the quality points and
credit hours of the ftrSt attempt removed
from the computation of the accumulative
GPA under the following conditions: the
course was taken during a semester where
the student had 30 or fewer hours

Or. Nancy Kubasek. legal studies.
watched the Olympics earlier this month
just like millions of other Americans. But
for her the Games held a special interest.
Kubasek participated in the Olympic
woman's marathon trials held in
Pittsburgh May 1 . Though she didn't
make the team she said she can now
appreciate what Olympic athletes go
through.
"I think it's hard for people who have
never seriously competed in a sport to
relate to the amount of work that goes
into training for a competition such as the
Olympics," Kubasek explained.
Training for Kubasek consisted of
weight training, stationary bike riding and
running 1 00 miles a week.
"II was hard trying to get all the miles in
some weeks. Sometimes I was up at 4
a.m. before work or coming home at 11
p.m. trying to run as many miles as
possible," she said.
Her work as an assistant professor
keeps her busy teaching several
business law classes. But on top of her
job and training for the Olympics.
Kubasek finished the textbook The Legal
Environment of Business which she
co-authored with Dr. Bartley Brennan,
legal studies chair.
Though Kubasek said she never
expected to make the U.S. Olympic team,
she said she had hoped to place in the
top 30 runners. However, her knee was
injured two weeks before the trials and
she had to drop out of the race after
running only the first four miles.
"Naturally I was pretty disappointed but
I knew if I continued to run I would be
walking by the end of the race," Kubasek
explained. "Just two weeks before my
injury I won the Emerald City Marathon in
Seattle, Wash. and I was feer111g very
strong."
Even though she didn't finish the race
she said the trials were a great
experience for her. She said the crowds
were fantastic and that running in
Pittsburgh is quite different than her
training grounds of northwest Ohio.
"The terrain in Pittsburgh is aU up and
down. Trying to train in Bowling Green is
hard," Kubasek said. "The only hills here
are the one on the golf course and a
couple highway overpasses."
While making it to the Olympic trials was
an accomplishment, she said there are
other races of which she is more proud.
She considers her biggest victory to be
in "The Ultimate Runner," in Jackson.
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Nancy Kubasek doesn't wear two hats.
she wears two pairs of shoes. A
profess.Jr of legal studies. she is a long
distance runner in her spare time. At
right, she is pictured in the Emerald City
Run, a Seattle race she won in April.

Mich. The event starts with a 10
kilometer run followed by a 1 00 meter.
400 meter and one mile race on the track
and the last event of the day is a marathon
(26.2 miles).
Kubasek first started running seven
years ago simply to maintain a healthy
lifestyle. She soon <fiscovered she
excelled in long distance running and
entered her first race just about a month
after starting and placed third in her age
group.
She said this first race was what made
her rearize she had the ability to be
competive in long <f1Stance runs. She has
now participated and won in races as
close as Toledo and as far as Tampa and
Seattle.
"TraveDing is one of the great fringe
benefits of running competively,"
Kubasek said. "My favorite is the one in
Las Vegas. It makes a nice little
mini-vacation."
Because of her knee Kubasek won't be
running for awhile. She is taking
anti-inflamatory me<flCine right now and
trying to strengthen the knee through
under-water running at the Student
Recreation Center.
"I just don't know about the next

.
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Faculty Senate, at its Oct. 4 meeting,
approved a proposal ca1r111g for
reestablishment of the STAS Eraly
Retirement Incentive Plan (ERIP) on a
continuous basis.
The proposed plan includes a maximum
buyout, or a maximum purchase of
retirement incentive credit of up to five
years. According to the Ohio Revised
Code, the amount of retirement incentive
credit that an employer may purchase is
one year for every five years of the faculty
member's total years of service, as defined
by STAS. up to a maximum of five years.
The retirement plan would include an
option to participate in the Supplemental
Retirement Program (SRP) for up to three
years, during the first three years of
retirement.
If the continuous ERIP would be
discontinued. the present SRP would be
reinstiMed subject to review and approval
of the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Harold Lunde, a member of the
Faculty Wettare Committee, said the plan
provides for some substantial savings and
could be used as a tool to help the
University both financially and
academically.
He said it is the intention of both the
administration and the Faculty Senate that
reimplementation of the STRS-ERIP will not
result in a permanent reduction of the size
of the full-time faculty. However, Dr. J.
Christopher Dalton, vice president for
planning and budgeting, said it is not
guaranteed that replacements will be made
in the same department where a faculty
member retired.
"But the advantage with a continuous
program is that you don't have everyone

Olympic trials, it seems too far off to tell,"
Kubasek said. "Right now I'm just trying
to keep optimistic about my knee.
Sometimes five months seems fike such a
long time for me not to run." -Deborah
Kennedy

In other business, senate members
heard a report from Dr. Ann-Marie
Lancaster on proposed revisions to the
Academic Honesty Policy. She said the
revision project was started three years
ago after there had been a number of
complaints about the current policy, which
did not address many of the situations that
arose.
In their discussion of the revisions,
senators questioned whose rights were
being properly protected by the policy and
if it provided a fair time frame for all
involved.
The issue was tabled until the November
meeting.

Gould is editor of Quebec journal
Dr. Karen L Gould, romance languages,
has been named editor of Quebec Studies.
an inter<flSCiplinary journal devoted to
research on aD aspects of Quebec society
and French Cana<fian culture.
The journal, established in 1983,
publishes articles, book reviews,
bi1>6ographies and interviews in French and
English. It is the offtCial journal of the
American Councal for Quebec Stu<ftes and
is published bi-annuaDy.
Gould joined the University facutly in
1985 and also teaches in the Women's
Studies Program. She has published
extensively on contemporary Quebec
women writers and is completing her third
book, Writing in the Feminine: Feminism,
Modernity and Quebec Women Writers
Since 1970, which will be pubflShed next

year.
She also currently is on the editorial

attempted in prior semesters; the course
grade was a D. F, U or WF; the grade of D,
F, U or WF was received in the first attempt
of the course; the course is repeated at the
University; or the student has filed a repeat
course form with the Office of Registration.
Council member Karen Gould proposed
that instead of limiting repeats with grade
replacement to students in their ftrst 30
hours, the policy state a limit on the number
of repeat credit hours for grade
replacement that any one student could
have. She said that if sophomores or
juniors switch to a new field or encounter a
particularly difficult area in their programs,
they are as likely to have problems as are
freshmen.
Council decided to amend the main
motion to include Hartley's amendment.
Discussion at the next meeting wm focus
on whether the present policy should be
changed.
In other business, a proposal was
presented to create a recording
technology minor in the College of Musical
Arts in response to student interest.
Students seeking the minor are often
non-music majors who plan to go into
careers in recording technology.
The courses and staff necessary to offer
the minor are already in place. Electives in
fields such as business, technology and
construction are recommended because
many students with this minor start their
own business and many are involved in
buil<f111g their own equipment. Computer
science is recommended because of the
close connection between computers and
recording technology.
A vote will be taken on the minor at the
next meeting.
Also at the meeting, a motion for a
computer arts specialization in the BFA
major was approved. It was acknowledged
that students in the program who may wish
to obtain teaching certification should be
alerted to the potential need to take
additional classes and to the care that
should be taken in planning their programs.

The fountains in front of the Administration Building looked like a bubble bath a week
ago when someone poured liquid soap in them. Randy Gallier. grounds. said the
fountains are frequently the subject of pranks and in addition to suds, have been
doused with Kool-Aid and food coloring. Although a de-foamer solution quickly
eliminates the bubbles. the incidents leave the stones stained and require frequent
pump cleanings. Gallier said the pumps were turned off last week for the winter. An
increase in pranks on the fountains usually occur at the beginning and end of the
school year, he said.

Auxiliary Support Services moves to new offices
The Office of Auxiliary Support Services.
which includes training and development,
will be moving from its fourth floor office in
the Administration Building to temporary
office space in Shatzer Hall Oct. 1 7.

boards of Quebec Stuaies and The
American Review of Canad"ian Studies. In
addition, Gould has served as an MLA
bibliographer in Quebec fiterature and is
currently an executive councallor for the
Association for Cana<fian Studies in the
United States.
Gould received her bachelor's degree
from Occidental College and her doctorate
from the University of Oregon. In 1969 she
earned a diploma from the Sorbonne in
Paris. Prior to coming to Bowling Green,
she taught at Virginia Polytechnic lnstiMe
and at Bucknel University.
In 1986, she was the only winner of a
Canadian government Senior FeDowship
Award to aid scholars with
Canadian-related research pro;:icts. She
combined the $18,000 award with a
$3,000 University grant to complete her
research on her book.

It was the" first trip to Japan for the
husband and wife team, who said the
congresses provide valuable experiences
for musicians and composers. Shrude
said meeting other composers can often
lead to new commissions and
experiencing another culture can help
influence her work. Sampen agreed that
meeting other people whose
concentration is the saxophone is
professionally valuable.
In addition to the numerous
perfonnances, the five-day congress
offers a series of master classes, panels
on techniques and cf1Splays of new music
and instruments.
While at the congress, Shrude was
surprised to hear tne familiar strains of
"Evolution V," a piece she wrote in
1976, being played at a performance by
an American group. She had not been
aware that the piece, written for a solo
saxophonist and saxophone quartet. was
going to be played. "It's quite a thrill to be
in another country and hear something of
yours being played without your
involvement," she said.
Although the congress was thousands
of miles away from home, Sampen and
Shrude saw some famirlar faces. Also
performing at the congress were two of
Sampen's former students. James Umble
and Joseph Murphy.
Upon leaving Tokyo, the couple
traveled to Osaka for the International
Saxophone Concert which featured
musicians from France, Gennany,
Sweden, Japan and the United States.
The couple again performed "Renewing
the Myth" and Sampen was invited to solo
with the Osaka Municipal W111d Ensemble.
"It was a rather distinct honor to
perform with the band," Sampen said.
"Japan has several professional bands,
including this one, where performing in
the band is what these people do for a
6ving."
The band included member Ayo Noda,
a Japanese saxophone musician who
organized the festival and previously has
visited the Bowling Green campus.
Aside from their performances. Shrude
and Sampen had the opportunity to do
some touring of the country which they
remember most vividly as being

extremely crowded.
"I was hoping for some of the pristine
beauty you see in books, but it is just a
very crowded country. The tourist areas
were beautiful, though," Shrude said.
While Japan has become very
Westernized, Shrude said the country's
music remains somewhat conservative.
However. some of the Japanese
musicians performed new styles of

United Way

The office will be relocated next to
Personnel Support Services. 22 Shatzel.
The function of the department will remain
the same. as will the phone number.
372-2236.

Smith named Educator of the Year
Dr. BruceW. Smith, director of the
Cooperative Education Program. has
received the 1988 Educator of the Year
Award from the Ohio Cooperative
Education Association.
He received the honor for his outstanding
perfonnance. professionalism and
"exemplification of the goals and purposes
of cooperative education."
Nominees for the recognition are judged
not only on their individual contributions to
cooperative education but also on the basis
of the quality of their institution's co-op

.

Faculty Senate proposes early retirement program
retiring in the same limited time period as
with a 14 month program," Dalton said.
"Here it would be more spread out with
people retiring throughout the years."
Faculty Senate's original proposal of the
program made Feb. 17, 1987 caUed for a
continous plan with a five-year buyout and
continuation of the five-year SRP. The
administration countered the plan with a
proposal for a four year buyout and an SRP
of three years. However on Oct. 3, the
administration agreed to support the
current plan of a five year buyout and a
three year SRP.
The senate·s proposal suggests the
program become effective Jan. 1. 1990.

Undergraduate Council examines
University's course repeat policy

playing at the congress.
The couple currently is working on
putting together a trip to the Soviet Union
for next spring. Sampen said the purpose
of the trip, in ad<frtion to performances in
Moscow and Leningrad, is to take music
of American composers to share and
meet with Soviet musicians and
composers.

program. The winner is decided by a vole
of members of OCEA, who include
educators and employers throughout Ohio.
Bowfing Green began its Cooperative
Education Program in 1978. More than
500 students were placed in co-op
positions during the 1987-88 academic
year.
Smith, a professor of geography at the
University since 1970. has directed the
program since 1980. He currently serves
as president of the OCEA executive board.

Self-nominations sought
for CSC committees
Classified Staff Council is seeking
sett-nominations from classified employees
for the following committees: Personnel
Wettare Committee, Insurance Committee
and the Outstanding Classified Staff Award
Committee.
Nominations can be sent to Classified
Staff Cour.cal, P .0. Box 91.

from the front page

minimum guaranteed amount a particular
agency will receive. However, if the total
amount of an agency's designated gifts
exceeds the allocation, the agency will
receive the greater amount. less a
percentage for losses and administration.
Who decides how much money the
different agencies will receive from the
United Way?
More than 150 local volunteers,
knowledgeable about the community and
people who need services. decide how to
allocate the money raised in the annual
United Way campaign. These volunteers
study the community, determine the
services needed and allocate money to the
agencies which can best provide those
services. This research is an ongoing
process. Several University employees
have served. or are serving now, on the
allocations committee. Richard Conrad,
computer services. is one representative.

How much of the money I contribute
actually goes to help the different
agencies? Aren 'l there big
administratiYe costs associated with the
United Way?
When you give to the United Way,
approicimately 99 cents of every doDar that
you contribute goes directly to the
agencies and people in need. The United
Way has reserve earnings that support
fund-raising and administrative costs.

I don 'I liwe In Toledo or Bowling Green.
What's the point of contributing to the
United Way of Greater Toledo when I
can't even benefit from the serYlces?
Of the 76 agencies that receive funding
from the United Way of Greater Toledo, 12

are actually located in Wood County. Last
year, however, more than 25,000 people
in Wood County were <ftrect recipients of
services provided by United Way
agencies. Even if you rive outside Wood
County. chances are that some of the
agencies have outreach programs which
benefit you-the Maumee Valley Girl Scout
Councal, Northwest Ohio Hospice
Association, Northwest Visiting Nurse
Association, Arthritis Foundation of
Northwest Ohio, Boy Scouts of America
and Kidney Foundation of Northwest Ohio
Inc. are examples of agencies which serve
a broad population in northwest Ohio. It
may well be that you are not taking
advantage of any of these services now.
but chances are very good that someone
you know is depending upon one or more
of these agencies. and you or someone in
your family may need one of them at some
time in the future.

and auocations committees do their best to
allocate money to the agencies which can
best provide needed services. Some
agencies with limited scope receive
minimal allocations; others with a more
generous mission receive hundreds of
thousands of dollars. When going for
assistance. it is imperative to contact the
agency that is equipped to help with your
particular problem.
I really hate to open my office door
when I see the United Way volunteer
coming. Won't I have to listen to a
high-pressure sales pitch?
Absolutely not! Volunteers have been
trained to conduct a no-pressure
campaign. They are simply to answer any
questions you may have, invite you to
contribute, give instructions tor completion
of the various forms, and set a date to
return to collect your pledge card. whether
you contnoute or not. Again, at one time
the BGSU campaign may have been
characteriZed by a high-pressure
approach. Times have changed!

I've known people who have had a
need and have gone to these agencies
and then been turned down or asked to
pay when they asked for help. What's
I was never contacted by a United Way
the point of supporting a social service
YOlunteer but would like to donate? What
agency if it Isn't providing services for
should ldo?
those In need?
The United Way Steering Committee and
Regrettably. most people who have been
volunteers made every effort to ensure that
in need have a bad story to ten because
·.every BGSU employee would be contacted
they have gone to the wrong Place or
places for help. One objective of the United and invited to participate in this year's
campus campaign. Unfortunately. because
Way is to educate people about the variOUS
volunteers had to sort more than 2,600
agencies it supports and the serviceS
pledge cards by hand, some cards may
these agencies provide. This kind of
have been sent to the wrong area or not
education helps avoid those unpleasant
distnbuted at al. If you wish to make a
cirCl611Stances when individuals are turned
contribution, contact Greg Jordan i:i the ice
down because they don't meet the criteria
arena. 2-2764, to request a pledge card.
for assistance from a particular service
agency. The volunteers on the planning

MTV receives an
exploratory look
in Denisoff book
The influence of MTV can be seen
everywhere. Fashion, films and radio itself
have taken on a whole new look and sound
thanks to the flashy, dramatic. trend-setting
cable music station.
Butas
revolutionary as the
station has been in
the music industry.
6ttle is known about
the
behind-the-scenes
and interworkings
that made the music
channel so
successful. It's not
that people didn't
want to know or
R. Serge Denisoff
writers weren't interested enough to
inquire. As Dr. R. Serge Denisoff,
sociology. explains it, the MTV executives
have remained tight-lipped about their star
product since its early beginnings in 1981 .
Denisoff has written one of the first
comprehensive books about the station
entitled Inside MTV. which examines the
world of cablecasting, the evolution of MTV
and takes a look at some of its competitors.
In the book he also describes the
strategies, personalities. promotions and
the contents that placed MTV on the road
to its dominant position in television
viewing.
The many controversies surrounding the
channel are thoroughly detailed and a good
deal of the misinformation on the subject is
corrected, Denisoff said.
"I ten it like it is," he said about the book
which didn't meet with much cooperation
from the current people at MTV. He
admitted the station's executives are not
particularly happy with some of the
contents of Inside MTV. "They've been
bitter with the me<fia since the beginning
because they didn't get the initial press
they wanted." Denisoff said.
He decided to get around the problem by
talking to everyone who had been involved
with the station between the years 1980
and 1985 who was wiUing to cooperate.
The process kept him on the road with
frequent trips to New York, Nashville and
the west coast.
"I wanted to chronicle exactly what took
place and document it because this was
the first time television and rock and roD
had ever merged-and it worked," Denisoff
said. "There had been other attempts that
had failed, but MTV hit the timing just right. I
think that was the key to its success."
The station debuted with ritt1e fanfare at
midnight on Aug. 1 , 1981 with an
estimated 100,000 subscribers. Now the
most profitable 24-hour cable outlet
beamed from a satellite, it reaches 40.3
million homes.
"H WASEC (Wamer-Amex SateDite
Entertainment Company. MTV's owner)
were to try to create MTV today. they
couldn't do it. It would be too expensive."
Denisoff said. "But in 1981, there were all
these cable channels out there waiting to
be snapped up. Now try to buy one and
you can't come close."
Despite its success. the channers
original concept has gotten lost in the
seven years of broadcasting, he said.
Initially. MTV showed only music clips but
has slowly eased into sponsoring contests,
broadcasting Q31T1es shows and most
importantly, has begun using advertising.
"They earn over S 1 00 mimon per year in
ads alone. On~J sports comes close to
that," Denisoff said.
The station now wields a powerful tool for
recording artists--namely exposure.
Denisoff said it would be difficult for a band
or artist to find success without MTV's
broadcasting of their video.
He doesn't consider the station to be a
fad. "It will be around for years. Tney've
found a winning format and a prime
audience. BasicaUy they can say they own
the television viewership of kids between
12 and 24," he said.
Denisoff also is the author of Sc5d Gold:
The Popular Record Industry and
Tarnished Gold: The Record Industry
Revisited. He has published widely on
popular culture and is the editor of the
journal Popular Music and Society. He
currently is writing a book dealing with the
use of rock music in motion pictures.

Professor participates in Olympic trials

Hobby has Kubasek racing like the wind

A proposal calling for changes in the
University's course repeat policy was the
topic of discussion at the Sept. 21
Undergraduate Council meeting.
The primary changes call for the grades
from aU registrations to count in the GPA,
not just the repeat registrations, and for no
repeats to be aUowed of courses where a
student received a grade of C or better.
Students would still be able to repeat a
course if they previously received a grade
of D. F, I,
or WF.
The changes were proposed when it was
decided that the present policy allows
indef111ite repeats and allows repeats of
courses in which passing grades were
received. The indefinite repeat provision
aUows some students to accumulate large
numbers of hours without being able to
graduate. Both provisions mean that
repeating students are taking class space
from other students. council members
said.
Members in favor of the changes said the
revisions would result in a better reflection
of a student's actual academic
performance and would result in a more
efficient use of scarce resources. Other
members felt that the student's record after
repeating a course was a more accurate
accounting of achievement than the record
that counted the original registration.
Concern was expressed that there may be
students who have one area of weakness
in which they will need to repeat courses
and will not want to have the initial
registration grade count.
It was suggested that special
consideration be given to students who
need to repeat a course taken early in their
coUege career.
Council member Ronald Hartley
proposed that a student may repeat a
course and have the quality points and
credit hours of the ftrSt attempt removed
from the computation of the accumulative
GPA under the following conditions: the
course was taken during a semester where
the student had 30 or fewer hours

Or. Nancy Kubasek. legal studies.
watched the Olympics earlier this month
just like millions of other Americans. But
for her the Games held a special interest.
Kubasek participated in the Olympic
woman's marathon trials held in
Pittsburgh May 1 . Though she didn't
make the team she said she can now
appreciate what Olympic athletes go
through.
"I think it's hard for people who have
never seriously competed in a sport to
relate to the amount of work that goes
into training for a competition such as the
Olympics," Kubasek explained.
Training for Kubasek consisted of
weight training, stationary bike riding and
running 1 00 miles a week.
"II was hard trying to get all the miles in
some weeks. Sometimes I was up at 4
a.m. before work or coming home at 11
p.m. trying to run as many miles as
possible," she said.
Her work as an assistant professor
keeps her busy teaching several
business law classes. But on top of her
job and training for the Olympics.
Kubasek finished the textbook The Legal
Environment of Business which she
co-authored with Dr. Bartley Brennan,
legal studies chair.
Though Kubasek said she never
expected to make the U.S. Olympic team,
she said she had hoped to place in the
top 30 runners. However, her knee was
injured two weeks before the trials and
she had to drop out of the race after
running only the first four miles.
"Naturally I was pretty disappointed but
I knew if I continued to run I would be
walking by the end of the race," Kubasek
explained. "Just two weeks before my
injury I won the Emerald City Marathon in
Seattle, Wash. and I was feer111g very
strong."
Even though she didn't finish the race
she said the trials were a great
experience for her. She said the crowds
were fantastic and that running in
Pittsburgh is quite different than her
training grounds of northwest Ohio.
"The terrain in Pittsburgh is aU up and
down. Trying to train in Bowling Green is
hard," Kubasek said. "The only hills here
are the one on the golf course and a
couple highway overpasses."
While making it to the Olympic trials was
an accomplishment, she said there are
other races of which she is more proud.
She considers her biggest victory to be
in "The Ultimate Runner," in Jackson.
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Nancy Kubasek doesn't wear two hats.
she wears two pairs of shoes. A
profess.Jr of legal studies. she is a long
distance runner in her spare time. At
right, she is pictured in the Emerald City
Run, a Seattle race she won in April.

Mich. The event starts with a 10
kilometer run followed by a 1 00 meter.
400 meter and one mile race on the track
and the last event of the day is a marathon
(26.2 miles).
Kubasek first started running seven
years ago simply to maintain a healthy
lifestyle. She soon <fiscovered she
excelled in long distance running and
entered her first race just about a month
after starting and placed third in her age
group.
She said this first race was what made
her rearize she had the ability to be
competive in long <f1Stance runs. She has
now participated and won in races as
close as Toledo and as far as Tampa and
Seattle.
"TraveDing is one of the great fringe
benefits of running competively,"
Kubasek said. "My favorite is the one in
Las Vegas. It makes a nice little
mini-vacation."
Because of her knee Kubasek won't be
running for awhile. She is taking
anti-inflamatory me<flCine right now and
trying to strengthen the knee through
under-water running at the Student
Recreation Center.
"I just don't know about the next

.
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Faculty Senate, at its Oct. 4 meeting,
approved a proposal ca1r111g for
reestablishment of the STAS Eraly
Retirement Incentive Plan (ERIP) on a
continuous basis.
The proposed plan includes a maximum
buyout, or a maximum purchase of
retirement incentive credit of up to five
years. According to the Ohio Revised
Code, the amount of retirement incentive
credit that an employer may purchase is
one year for every five years of the faculty
member's total years of service, as defined
by STAS. up to a maximum of five years.
The retirement plan would include an
option to participate in the Supplemental
Retirement Program (SRP) for up to three
years, during the first three years of
retirement.
If the continuous ERIP would be
discontinued. the present SRP would be
reinstiMed subject to review and approval
of the Board of Trustees.
Dr. Harold Lunde, a member of the
Faculty Wettare Committee, said the plan
provides for some substantial savings and
could be used as a tool to help the
University both financially and
academically.
He said it is the intention of both the
administration and the Faculty Senate that
reimplementation of the STRS-ERIP will not
result in a permanent reduction of the size
of the full-time faculty. However, Dr. J.
Christopher Dalton, vice president for
planning and budgeting, said it is not
guaranteed that replacements will be made
in the same department where a faculty
member retired.
"But the advantage with a continuous
program is that you don't have everyone

Olympic trials, it seems too far off to tell,"
Kubasek said. "Right now I'm just trying
to keep optimistic about my knee.
Sometimes five months seems fike such a
long time for me not to run." -Deborah
Kennedy

In other business, senate members
heard a report from Dr. Ann-Marie
Lancaster on proposed revisions to the
Academic Honesty Policy. She said the
revision project was started three years
ago after there had been a number of
complaints about the current policy, which
did not address many of the situations that
arose.
In their discussion of the revisions,
senators questioned whose rights were
being properly protected by the policy and
if it provided a fair time frame for all
involved.
The issue was tabled until the November
meeting.

Gould is editor of Quebec journal
Dr. Karen L Gould, romance languages,
has been named editor of Quebec Studies.
an inter<flSCiplinary journal devoted to
research on aD aspects of Quebec society
and French Cana<fian culture.
The journal, established in 1983,
publishes articles, book reviews,
bi1>6ographies and interviews in French and
English. It is the offtCial journal of the
American Councal for Quebec Stu<ftes and
is published bi-annuaDy.
Gould joined the University facutly in
1985 and also teaches in the Women's
Studies Program. She has published
extensively on contemporary Quebec
women writers and is completing her third
book, Writing in the Feminine: Feminism,
Modernity and Quebec Women Writers
Since 1970, which will be pubflShed next

year.
She also currently is on the editorial

attempted in prior semesters; the course
grade was a D. F, U or WF; the grade of D,
F, U or WF was received in the first attempt
of the course; the course is repeated at the
University; or the student has filed a repeat
course form with the Office of Registration.
Council member Karen Gould proposed
that instead of limiting repeats with grade
replacement to students in their ftrst 30
hours, the policy state a limit on the number
of repeat credit hours for grade
replacement that any one student could
have. She said that if sophomores or
juniors switch to a new field or encounter a
particularly difficult area in their programs,
they are as likely to have problems as are
freshmen.
Council decided to amend the main
motion to include Hartley's amendment.
Discussion at the next meeting wm focus
on whether the present policy should be
changed.
In other business, a proposal was
presented to create a recording
technology minor in the College of Musical
Arts in response to student interest.
Students seeking the minor are often
non-music majors who plan to go into
careers in recording technology.
The courses and staff necessary to offer
the minor are already in place. Electives in
fields such as business, technology and
construction are recommended because
many students with this minor start their
own business and many are involved in
buil<f111g their own equipment. Computer
science is recommended because of the
close connection between computers and
recording technology.
A vote will be taken on the minor at the
next meeting.
Also at the meeting, a motion for a
computer arts specialization in the BFA
major was approved. It was acknowledged
that students in the program who may wish
to obtain teaching certification should be
alerted to the potential need to take
additional classes and to the care that
should be taken in planning their programs.

The fountains in front of the Administration Building looked like a bubble bath a week
ago when someone poured liquid soap in them. Randy Gallier. grounds. said the
fountains are frequently the subject of pranks and in addition to suds, have been
doused with Kool-Aid and food coloring. Although a de-foamer solution quickly
eliminates the bubbles. the incidents leave the stones stained and require frequent
pump cleanings. Gallier said the pumps were turned off last week for the winter. An
increase in pranks on the fountains usually occur at the beginning and end of the
school year, he said.

Auxiliary Support Services moves to new offices
The Office of Auxiliary Support Services.
which includes training and development,
will be moving from its fourth floor office in
the Administration Building to temporary
office space in Shatzer Hall Oct. 1 7.

boards of Quebec Stuaies and The
American Review of Canad"ian Studies. In
addition, Gould has served as an MLA
bibliographer in Quebec fiterature and is
currently an executive councallor for the
Association for Cana<fian Studies in the
United States.
Gould received her bachelor's degree
from Occidental College and her doctorate
from the University of Oregon. In 1969 she
earned a diploma from the Sorbonne in
Paris. Prior to coming to Bowling Green,
she taught at Virginia Polytechnic lnstiMe
and at Bucknel University.
In 1986, she was the only winner of a
Canadian government Senior FeDowship
Award to aid scholars with
Canadian-related research pro;:icts. She
combined the $18,000 award with a
$3,000 University grant to complete her
research on her book.

It was the" first trip to Japan for the
husband and wife team, who said the
congresses provide valuable experiences
for musicians and composers. Shrude
said meeting other composers can often
lead to new commissions and
experiencing another culture can help
influence her work. Sampen agreed that
meeting other people whose
concentration is the saxophone is
professionally valuable.
In addition to the numerous
perfonnances, the five-day congress
offers a series of master classes, panels
on techniques and cf1Splays of new music
and instruments.
While at the congress, Shrude was
surprised to hear tne familiar strains of
"Evolution V," a piece she wrote in
1976, being played at a performance by
an American group. She had not been
aware that the piece, written for a solo
saxophonist and saxophone quartet. was
going to be played. "It's quite a thrill to be
in another country and hear something of
yours being played without your
involvement," she said.
Although the congress was thousands
of miles away from home, Sampen and
Shrude saw some famirlar faces. Also
performing at the congress were two of
Sampen's former students. James Umble
and Joseph Murphy.
Upon leaving Tokyo, the couple
traveled to Osaka for the International
Saxophone Concert which featured
musicians from France, Gennany,
Sweden, Japan and the United States.
The couple again performed "Renewing
the Myth" and Sampen was invited to solo
with the Osaka Municipal W111d Ensemble.
"It was a rather distinct honor to
perform with the band," Sampen said.
"Japan has several professional bands,
including this one, where performing in
the band is what these people do for a
6ving."
The band included member Ayo Noda,
a Japanese saxophone musician who
organized the festival and previously has
visited the Bowling Green campus.
Aside from their performances. Shrude
and Sampen had the opportunity to do
some touring of the country which they
remember most vividly as being

extremely crowded.
"I was hoping for some of the pristine
beauty you see in books, but it is just a
very crowded country. The tourist areas
were beautiful, though," Shrude said.
While Japan has become very
Westernized, Shrude said the country's
music remains somewhat conservative.
However. some of the Japanese
musicians performed new styles of

United Way

The office will be relocated next to
Personnel Support Services. 22 Shatzel.
The function of the department will remain
the same. as will the phone number.
372-2236.

Smith named Educator of the Year
Dr. BruceW. Smith, director of the
Cooperative Education Program. has
received the 1988 Educator of the Year
Award from the Ohio Cooperative
Education Association.
He received the honor for his outstanding
perfonnance. professionalism and
"exemplification of the goals and purposes
of cooperative education."
Nominees for the recognition are judged
not only on their individual contributions to
cooperative education but also on the basis
of the quality of their institution's co-op

.

Faculty Senate proposes early retirement program
retiring in the same limited time period as
with a 14 month program," Dalton said.
"Here it would be more spread out with
people retiring throughout the years."
Faculty Senate's original proposal of the
program made Feb. 17, 1987 caUed for a
continous plan with a five-year buyout and
continuation of the five-year SRP. The
administration countered the plan with a
proposal for a four year buyout and an SRP
of three years. However on Oct. 3, the
administration agreed to support the
current plan of a five year buyout and a
three year SRP.
The senate·s proposal suggests the
program become effective Jan. 1. 1990.

Undergraduate Council examines
University's course repeat policy

playing at the congress.
The couple currently is working on
putting together a trip to the Soviet Union
for next spring. Sampen said the purpose
of the trip, in ad<frtion to performances in
Moscow and Leningrad, is to take music
of American composers to share and
meet with Soviet musicians and
composers.

program. The winner is decided by a vole
of members of OCEA, who include
educators and employers throughout Ohio.
Bowfing Green began its Cooperative
Education Program in 1978. More than
500 students were placed in co-op
positions during the 1987-88 academic
year.
Smith, a professor of geography at the
University since 1970. has directed the
program since 1980. He currently serves
as president of the OCEA executive board.

Self-nominations sought
for CSC committees
Classified Staff Council is seeking
sett-nominations from classified employees
for the following committees: Personnel
Wettare Committee, Insurance Committee
and the Outstanding Classified Staff Award
Committee.
Nominations can be sent to Classified
Staff Cour.cal, P .0. Box 91.

from the front page

minimum guaranteed amount a particular
agency will receive. However, if the total
amount of an agency's designated gifts
exceeds the allocation, the agency will
receive the greater amount. less a
percentage for losses and administration.
Who decides how much money the
different agencies will receive from the
United Way?
More than 150 local volunteers,
knowledgeable about the community and
people who need services. decide how to
allocate the money raised in the annual
United Way campaign. These volunteers
study the community, determine the
services needed and allocate money to the
agencies which can best provide those
services. This research is an ongoing
process. Several University employees
have served. or are serving now, on the
allocations committee. Richard Conrad,
computer services. is one representative.

How much of the money I contribute
actually goes to help the different
agencies? Aren 'l there big
administratiYe costs associated with the
United Way?
When you give to the United Way,
approicimately 99 cents of every doDar that
you contribute goes directly to the
agencies and people in need. The United
Way has reserve earnings that support
fund-raising and administrative costs.

I don 'I liwe In Toledo or Bowling Green.
What's the point of contributing to the
United Way of Greater Toledo when I
can't even benefit from the serYlces?
Of the 76 agencies that receive funding
from the United Way of Greater Toledo, 12

are actually located in Wood County. Last
year, however, more than 25,000 people
in Wood County were <ftrect recipients of
services provided by United Way
agencies. Even if you rive outside Wood
County. chances are that some of the
agencies have outreach programs which
benefit you-the Maumee Valley Girl Scout
Councal, Northwest Ohio Hospice
Association, Northwest Visiting Nurse
Association, Arthritis Foundation of
Northwest Ohio, Boy Scouts of America
and Kidney Foundation of Northwest Ohio
Inc. are examples of agencies which serve
a broad population in northwest Ohio. It
may well be that you are not taking
advantage of any of these services now.
but chances are very good that someone
you know is depending upon one or more
of these agencies. and you or someone in
your family may need one of them at some
time in the future.

and auocations committees do their best to
allocate money to the agencies which can
best provide needed services. Some
agencies with limited scope receive
minimal allocations; others with a more
generous mission receive hundreds of
thousands of dollars. When going for
assistance. it is imperative to contact the
agency that is equipped to help with your
particular problem.
I really hate to open my office door
when I see the United Way volunteer
coming. Won't I have to listen to a
high-pressure sales pitch?
Absolutely not! Volunteers have been
trained to conduct a no-pressure
campaign. They are simply to answer any
questions you may have, invite you to
contribute, give instructions tor completion
of the various forms, and set a date to
return to collect your pledge card. whether
you contnoute or not. Again, at one time
the BGSU campaign may have been
characteriZed by a high-pressure
approach. Times have changed!

I've known people who have had a
need and have gone to these agencies
and then been turned down or asked to
pay when they asked for help. What's
I was never contacted by a United Way
the point of supporting a social service
YOlunteer but would like to donate? What
agency if it Isn't providing services for
should ldo?
those In need?
The United Way Steering Committee and
Regrettably. most people who have been
volunteers made every effort to ensure that
in need have a bad story to ten because
·.every BGSU employee would be contacted
they have gone to the wrong Place or
places for help. One objective of the United and invited to participate in this year's
campus campaign. Unfortunately. because
Way is to educate people about the variOUS
volunteers had to sort more than 2,600
agencies it supports and the serviceS
pledge cards by hand, some cards may
these agencies provide. This kind of
have been sent to the wrong area or not
education helps avoid those unpleasant
distnbuted at al. If you wish to make a
cirCl611Stances when individuals are turned
contribution, contact Greg Jordan i:i the ice
down because they don't meet the criteria
arena. 2-2764, to request a pledge card.
for assistance from a particular service
agency. The volunteers on the planning

Date book
Monday, Oct. 1 O
National Invitational Exhibit,
··Comrm.nication by Design.". Galery. Fine Arts
Building, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday. 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays. Free.
Open House, College of Musical Arts, Moore
Musical Arts Center. a.II day.
Fridlly's Visiting Writers Serles, ··Life After
the MFA'. by Maril Berman. poet, attorney and
graduate of the University·s creative writing
ll'ogram. 3:30 p.m .. 150A Conference Room.
Jerome Litlfary. Free.
WBGU Program, ··Ohio Business Outlook .•.
5:30 p.m., Channel 27.
Auditions, for the 1989 Treehouse Troupe.
7 p.m. 400 University Hal. Open to al
interested persons from the campus and
community.
International Film Series, ··Muddy River," 8
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. The film is
either dubbed or on the original language with
subtitles Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 11
Auditions, for the 1989 Treehouse Troupe.
4 p.m .. 400 University Hall Open to al
interested persons from the campus and
community.
WBGU Program, ··university Forum:· host
Michael Marsden talks willl John Lavezzi. art.
5 30 p.m., Channel 27.
Jazz Combo Concert, 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Planetarium Program, ··The Mars Show.·· 8
pm .. Planetarium. Physical Sciences Budding.
S 1 donation suggested.
Progressive Student Organization Meeting,
9 p.m .. United Chnsllan Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.

Wednesday, Oct. 12
Seminar, ··implications of the New Ohio
Turnpike and Interstate 75 Interchange;· 9
a.m.-noon, Towers Inn. McDonald Quadrangle.
To register, call continuing education at
372-8181.
Meet the President, open discussion wrth
President Olscamp, noon. McFall Assembly
Room. McFall Center.
WBGU Program, ··Art Beat. .. host Marcia
Brown interviews Richard Lucas. design studies
and computer graphics. 5:30 p.m .• Channel 27.
Chemistry Seminar, ··electron Transfer
Sensitization of Nitro-benzyl Protecting Groups.
Application in Graphic Arts Fdms. :· by Stan
Busman. 3M Center. 4:30 p.m., 70 Overman

UW video available
Faculty Artist Series, French Hom recital, by
Hervert Spencer, 8 p .m. Bryan Recital Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 13
WBGU Program. ·Tome

0ut:· with host Larry

Weiss, 5:30 p.m., Channel 27.

BGSU Collegillte Cholale Concert. 7:30
pm., East Building Loooge. F"irelands Campus.
Free.
Campus Movie, ··Rio Bravo." 9 p.m., Gish
Fdm Theater. Hanna Hal. Free.

Friday, Oct. 14
Graduate Student Lunch, noon. United
Christian Fellowship Center. 31 3 Thurslin. S 1 .
Creative Writing Program Reading, by author
Nick Muska. author of ··Living My Nightlife Under
the Sun," and ··e1m:· 1 2:30 p.m .. 150A
Conference Room. Jerome Library, Free.
String Quartet Master Class, given by the
Cavani String Quartet, 2:30 p.m., Choral Room.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Ohio Assoc. of Economists and Political
Scientists. University co-hosts 48th annual
meeting. 5 p.m .. Holley Lodge. 1630 E.
Wooster St.
WBGU Program, ··Viewpoint;· opening show
with host Larry Whatley. on ··Solid Waste: A
Disposable Crisis:· 5:30 pm., Channel 27.
Women's Volleyball, vs. Akron. 7 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
Lauren Hutton Retrospective Film Series,·· A
Wedding;· 7 p.m., Gish F"dm Theater. Free.
UAO Weekend Movie, "Good Morning
Vietnam:• al 7:30. 9:45 p.m. and midnight. Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall. Admission
iSS 1.50 with University l.D.
Young Concert Artist Series, The Cavani
String Quartet. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. For ticket information call
372-8171.
Planetarium Program, ··Tue Mars Show:· 8
p.m., Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building.
S1 donation suggested.

Saturday, Oct. 15
Women's Volleyball, vs. Teronessee. 7 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
UAO Weekend Movie, ··Good Morning
Vietnam."' at 7:30. 9:45 p.m. and midnight, Eva
Marie Saint Theatre. University Hall. Admission
iSS1 .50 with University l.D.

Sunday, Oct. 16

Hall.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are available:
Promotional Examination
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: noon, Friday, Oct. 14.
10-14-1

Monday, Oct. 17
International Film Series, '-She Dances
Alone," 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hal.
The film is either dubbed or in the original
language wrth English subtitles. Free.

Carpenter2
PayRange8

Plant operations and maintenance
jCarpenter St.op)

An examination will be given for the above

classification. Carl<fidates wil be ranked based
on test scores and experience. and an eligible
list w1ll be established. As vacancies occur.
names are referred from this list. Employees may
apply and take the examination even if currently
in a Pfobatiooary period.
New vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: noon. Friday, Oct. 14. Employees bidding
on the listed positions are asked to please take
note of the posting deadline.
10-14-2

University Fall Wind Ensemble and Concert
Band Performance, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Planetarium Program, "The Mars Show,"
7:30 p.m., Planetarium, Physical Sciences
Building. S 1 donation suggested.

Equipment Operator 1
PayRange5

Turn in any lost IDs
Offices or departments that receive lost
student IDs should send them promptly to
Photo ID-Public Safety, Commons Bu~ding,
via campus mail.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to submit matenal for the Oct. 17
issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 11.

Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Photographer: Jeff Hal
Contributors: Clifton P. BouteDe, Teri Sharp,
Gardner A. McLean Jr.• Linda Swaisgood, Kari
Hesbum and Deborah Kennedy.

Ice Arena

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positions are available:
Educational Administration and Supenrision (EDAS): Chair and associate pcofessor. Contact
Phil Alkire (2-9981 ). Deadline: Oct. 15.
English: Chair. Contact Alice Calderonello (2-2575). Deadline: Nov. 15: Also. assistant
(associate) PfOfessor (anticipated). Two positions. Contact Lester E. Barber (2-2576). Deadfines:
Nov. 15.
Romance Languages: Instructor !temporary. full-time). Contact Diane Pretzer (2-2667).
Deadline: Jan. 1 .

The following administrative positions are available:
Intercollegiate Athletics: Dcrector of the golf course. Ceo tact Chair. Search and Screening
Corn<n1ttee, c:o athletie departmenq2-2401 ). Extended deadline. Oct. 14.
Student Affairs: Director. Program for tt>e Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline: Nov. 1.

A video tape describing the services
provided by the United Way in Wood
County and narrated by John Weinert,
former Falcon basketball coach, is available
for showing in departments and offices on
campus.
Greg Jordan, general chair of the current
campus campaign for the United Way, said
response to the video, which was ~wn in
training sessions for University volunteers.
has been tremendous.
··Several volunteers asked to borrow the
video for showing at staff and departmental
meetings," Jordan said. Copies of the
tape, which was prepared by students in
the radio-television-film department last
year. can be requested from Jordan. The
Instructional Media Center will provide the
equipment for viewing the film at no cost to
interested offices and departments.
For further information, or to request the
video, contact Jordan at 2-2764.

Employees join staff
The following persons joined the
classified staff during August. They
include: Gregory Smith, part-time
graphics artist, continuing education:
Marcia Bostleman, part-lime secretary 1 .
treasurer's office: Jana Lee, painter 1 •
paint shop: Yolanda Armola, part-time
clerical specialist, minority affairs: John
Halsey, program/analyst 1 . Computer
Services: Karen Perry, part-time food
service coordinator, University Union: and
Ann Hoyt, part-lime clerk 1 • Computer
Services.
Also, Donna Benschoter, food service
worker, food operations: Shirly
Summersett, food service worker, food
operations: Pat Zender, secretary 1 ,
applied statistics; Valerie Gerkens,
part-time clerk 2, residence life; Carla
Rosebrock, clerk 2, admissions; Karen
Schwab, part-time clerk 2, residence life:
Rick Beaverson, part-lime security officer,
parking and traffic; and Sherry Wallace,
clerk 2, Student Health Center.

Also, Jennifer Honsberger, part-time
secretary 1 • library and learning resources;
Susan Sadoff, food service coordinator
2, food operations; Cindy Heyman,
Arthur Moreland, and Bizabeth Herrera,
custodial workers, plant operations;
Dianne Bloom, part-time cashier 1 , food
operations; Carol Fulford, food service
worker, food operations; Betty Stemen,
part-time cashier 1, food operations:
Mariann Reiter, account clerk 3,
academic affairs; Anita Serda, part-time
clerk 2, registration and records; Michael
Marcenelle, food service manager 3, food
operations; and Ann Betts, food service
manager 2, food operations.
Hired during the month of September
were: Barbara Short. part-time cashier,
Food Operations; Christopher
Dougherty, food service manager 1. Food
Operations; Kelly Jamison, food service
worker 1 • Food Operations; Amanda
Deininger, food service worker 1, Food
Operations; Barb Garay, library associate
2, Science Library; and Sandy Lane,
clerical specialist, continuing education.

Also, Kim Knipp, custocflal worker,
plant operations; David McCoy,
programmer analysis, computer science;
Alvah McCurdy, maintenance repair
worker 2. plant operations: Pam Sanders,
clerical speciafist, registration and records;
Tim Gill, custodial worker, plant
operations; and Victoria Jimison,
laboratory assistant, biological sciences.

Re-enroll in plan
Educators Mutual has established a
deadfine of Oct. 31 as the final date for
current participants to re-enroll in the
optional short-term disability plan.
Insurance coverage will be discontinued
on Oct. 31 for insurers who have not
signed new enrollment appfications prior to
that date.
A representative of Educators Mutual wiD
be available to enroll current and new
participants in the plan from 9 a.m.·4:30
p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday (Oct.
12 and 13) in the Canal Room of the
University Union.
Additional information regarding the plan
is available from the benefitSJinsurance
office. 1 Shatzel Hall.

o

Put following additions
in campus phonebooks
Due to a typesetting error, several
offices and their phone numbers were
omitted from the 1988-89 University
Telephone Directory. This omission
occurs in the middle column of page 8. To
offset this error. a list appears below of
the missing information. Please cut out
the following entries and tape them in
your phone book for use throughout the
year.
COUEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
EDU BLDG 330 372-7382
COUEGIATE PHOTO SVS. 1ST FLA
UNION 372-3891
COMMONS DINING HALL 372-2563
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS. S.H.
338 372-2515
COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
MOSELEY HALL 372·8915
COMPTON HALL (KREISCHER
QUADRANGLE)
INFORMATION DESK 372-2965
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE &
APARTMENT 372-2064
CUSTODIAL-MAINTENANCE 372-2265
DINING HALL-KITCHEN 372-2825
COMPUTER LABS !MICRO)
APPLE, UNION 1 ST FLA 372-2738
BUSINESS ADM RM 1005 372-2250
CONKLIN HALL RM 15-C 372-2252
OECNAX TERMINAL LAB, MS RM
128 372-7501
EPPLER, NORTH 372-2460
FAC/STAFF WORKROOM. HAYES RM
102 372-7739
FOUNDERS-TREADWAY RM
102 372-2253
HARSHMAN-CHAPMAN RM
200 372-2254
INSTRUCTIONAL LAB. HAYES RM
312 372-6883
KOHL HALL RM 1 7B 372-2979
KREISCHER-BATCHELDER RM
200 372-2256
KREISCHER-DARROW RM
200 372-2257
LEGAL COMPUTER LAB. BA RM
248 372-2903
LIBRARY RM 122 372-8834
MCDONALD WEST RM 136 372-2258
PROUTHALLRM 1 372-2928
RODGERS RM 155B 372-2398
OFFENHAUER WEST RM 109 372-8931
TECHBUILDINGRM247 372-7719
UNION RM 142 372-2738
COMPUTER SCIENCE. MATH SCI
246 372-2337
COMPUTER SERVICES 372-2911
ACAD COMPUTER SERVS, MATH SCI
241 372-2102
ADMINISIBATIVE OFC, HC
200 372-2911
DATA CONTROL. AD BLDG
312 372-7731
DEC OPERATIONS, MS 240 372-7498
FIRELANOS (SEE FIRELANOS)
HARDWARE SUPPORT, CENTREX
16 372-2104
OPERATIONS/PRODUCTION
PROCESSING
AD BLDG 305 372-2911
SYSTEMS & PROGRAMMING, HC
200 372-291 1
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In search of fruit flies:

Woodruff's Africa trip a research success
Despite having malaria which was
not diagnosed until he returned to the
United States, Dr. Ron Woodruff,
biological sciences. termed his
four-month stay in Kenya, Africa. a
Scientific success.
In Kenya he traveled to 55 different
sites collecting fruit flies, scientifically
known as Drosophila. which he uses
in his genetie studies. Woodruff said
he traveled about 8,000 miles
collecting the fruit flies.
"I felt weak occasionally, but ii didn't
keep me from the work I was there to
do," Woodruff said. While in Kenya he
took medication designed to ward off
malaria, but instead it just kept the
infection from becoming more serious.
Once he returned to the states and
stopped the medication the infection
escalated. Woodruff said he went to
the Medical College of Ohio and was
eventually diagnosed and treated for
the disease.
He received a Fulbright Research
Award last year which enabled him to
travel to the east African country. and
was in Kenya from the early part of
May until late August.
According to Woodruff, the
objectives of the project were to
collect fruit flies and to study the
transposable-DNA elements in natural
populations of Drosophila

Employees say
no to union bid
Classified staff employees in the skilled
tradesrcralts area have rejected a bid by
the Teamsters union to represent them in
collective bargaining. The vote was 60 in
favor of ··no representation·· and 38 for
the Teamsters.
There were 1 05 employees in the
proposed bargaining unit and 1 O1 of
them participated in the election. Three
ballots were contested and did not affect
the voting's outcome.
Last week's vote was the third time this
year that employees have voted against
being represented by a union. In January,
police and dispatchers turned down
representation by the Fraternal Order of
Poliee and in February. custodial, food
service and telecommunications workers
voted against representation from the
Communication Workers of America.
'The University respects the decision
made by the employees in the skilled
trades/crafts areas," said William Bess,
acting director of personnel support
services. "It has always been the
University's position that we should all
work together to address matters related
to wages, benefits and working
conditions for classified staff. We look
forward to continuing that positive
relationship and making Bowling Green an
even better place for all of its
employees."

Final conference
is held on rights
and constitution

melanogaster.
"The project is a combination of
genetic and molecular biology studies
on fruit flies found in Africa." he said.
He said he chose Africa as the site for
the collecting and research because it
is the ancestral homeland of fruit flies.
Fruit flies are valuable in genetic
research because their genetic
structure is better understood than
that of any other higher organism.
Their small size. short life span ( 1 O
days) and large number of offspring
make them desirable for studies.
According to Woodruff. the fruit fly's
chromosones and sex cells are very
similar to humans and are easy to
study because of their large size. ··1f
something is causing genetic damage
in the fruit fly, we can make a
comparable study in humans." he
added.
Woodruff traveled extensively

Oct. 1 7, 1988

Ron Woodruff examines vi/es of fruit flies which he collected during a four-month stay
in Africa. He recieved a Fulbright Research Award last year. enabling him to collect
the flies near Kenya for genetic research.
through Kenya collecting the fruit ffles
in a rented. four-wheel drive vehicle.
but the home base of the project was
at the University of Nairobi. There he
collaborated with Dr. H.N.8. Gopalan
of the botany department in starting

the studies on the Drosophila
melanogaster. ··we produced genetic
crosses and then studied the
progeny." Woodruff said.

Continued on page 3

The final of three conferences on
economic rights and the constitution will
feature a keynote address by James M.
Buchanan, winner of lhe 1986 Nobel
Prize in Economics.
The conference. which will consider
whether economic rights will ever have
the same importance as civil rights. will be
held Oct. 20-22 at the Mileti Alumni
Center. It is the third major event
sponsored by the Social Philosophy and
Policy Center marking the 200th
anniversary of the U.S. Constitution.
The series of annual conferences.
funded by a S 150.000 grant from the

Continued on page 3

Annual awards given to student project5

Need a speaker?
"Speakers/1989," a directory
containing names and phone numbers of
University experts available to speak on
332 subjects, is now available. The free
pubficalion is published by the Office of
Pubfic Relations.
Copies may be obtained by writing to the
public relations office or by calling
372-2616.

For sale
The Northwest Ohio Educational
Technology Foundation has for sale five
ULTIMA IMS terminals and keyboards and
one WYSE 100. Each will emulate
Televideo 950 and Televideo 9121920.
The terminals will need send and receive
chips which are locally available and
inexpensive.
The foundation also has for sale one
CITOH A 1 0 daisy wheel printer with tractor
feed and several fonts. For more
information, call 372-7033 or 372-7018.

Margit Heskett has artistic outlook on ethnic studies
Margit Heskett's office is in the
basement of Shatzel Hall where the
windows are small and only a few
sunbeams manage to squeeze their way
into the room.
Anet yet the walls glow brightly with
vivid colors, filling the office with warm.
brilliant hues. A mini-museum in the
ethnic studies department. her space is
fdled with a variety of artwork from
paintings to sculptures created by
University students. Heskett, associate
professor emeritus of physical
education and recreation. can look at
each piece and name the artist without
even seeing the signature--and she can
leD you something about each student,
too.
Tying the artwork together is a subtle
theme. It can be seen in the large
painting of a black man with a single tear
running down his cheek or in !.he
dreamy look in the face of a portrait of
an Hispanic child.

Each piece of art has been a winner of
the Bloch/Heskett Ethnic Arts Award,
an annual award estabfished by Heskett
in honor of her mother, Flora Bloch. The
purpose of the competition. now in its
11th year, is to encourage students to
submit ethnic-oriented folk art projects
and the top three winning entries
receive a cash prize.
The competition is open to a wide
range of categories. Projects may be in
architecture, art, costume, criticism,
crafts, cuisine, dance. furnishing,
jewtry, music, literature, philosophy and

poetry.
What is an emeritus professor of
physical education and recreation doing
in the ethnie studies department and
why is she giving away money? Heskett
~kes to laugh at the odd twists and turns
her career path has taken during the
years, and explains with a thick

Continued on page 3

Margit Heskett. a retired dance instructor at the University and now a part-time teacher
in the ethnic studies department. iS surrounded in her office by various pieces of art that
have won the annual Bloch!Heskett award.

